The problem of genetic hitch-hiking in a geographically subdivided population is analysed under the assumption that migration rates among populations are relatively small compared with the selection coefficient for a newly arising advantageous allele. The approximate method used in the paper is valid when the number of emigrants per generation (Nm) is less than one. The approximate analysis shows that hitch-hiking can result in substantial differences among populations in the frequencies of neutral alleles closely linked to the advantageous allele. Thus, in cases for which genetic hitch-hiking is thought to be responsible for low levels of genetic variability in regions of the genome with restricted crossing over, it might be possible to find confirmatory evidence for that hypothesis by finding unusual patterns of geographic differentiation in the same regions of the genome.
Introduction
Genetic hitch-hiking is a term introduced by Maynard Smith & Haigh (1974) to describe the effect of a gene substitution at a selected locus on a closely linked neutral locus. Maynard Smith & Haigh found that heterozygosity would be reduced significantly at the neutral locus provided that the selection coefficient, s, is larger than the recombination rate, c, between the selected and neutral loci. These results have been confirmed and extended by Kaplan et al. (1988) , and Wiehe & Stephan (1993) . Reduced heterozygosity in regions of low recombination in Drosophila, found by Begun & Aquadro (1991) and others, has been attributed to the effects of hitch-hiking, although Charlesworth et al. (1993) have proposed an alternative explanation.
The existing theory of hitch-hiking suggests that it is a process that leads to uniformity and homogeneity at neutral loci. That is true for a single population but, as suggested to us by C. H. Langley (personal communication), it is not necessarily true when considering a geographically subdivided population. We will show that under some conditions, hitch-hiking can lead to substantial population differentiation, as measured by Wright's F ST , even when there is significant gene flow, in spite of the fact that hitch-hiking will reduce heterozygosity within each population. A complete model of this problem is intractable so we will begin with a simple model that illustrates our main point. We will then present some numerical analysis that provides a more detailed picture of the process.
Deterministic analysis of a single population
In this section, we follow the deterministic analysis of Maynard Smith & Haigh (1974) . We assume that there is a haploid population and consider two diallelic loci with recombination rate c between them. At the selected locus, allele B has a selective advantage s over the alternative allele b. Initially, the population is fixed for b but a single B allele is introduced. We assume that selection is sufficiently strong that B increases deterministically in frequency :
where p ! is the initial frequency of B and t is the number of generations. The choice of p ! is problematic. We assume that there is one copy initially, so it would seem reasonable to assume p ! l 1\N, where N is the haploid population size. When there are only one or a few copies of B, however, stochastic events dominate until B is either lost or reaches a frequency of roughly ε l 3\(Ns), after which (1) applies until p(t) reaches a value of 1kε (Ewens, 1979) . For our purposes, the dependence on p ! is weak and is absorbed into q* and q** defined below, so the choice will not affect our conclusions.
At the neutral locus, we assume that one allele, A, is initially in frequency q and that the copy of B that ultimately goes to fixation is initially on a chromosome carrying A. In that case, Maynard Smith & Haigh (1974, eqn 8) show that q will increase to a value q* (1kQ _ in their notation) :
If c is sufficiently small, (2) can be approximated by
(Maynard Smith & Haigh, 1974, eqn 14) . As mentioned above, the value of p ! affects q*, but (3) shows that for small c the dependence is only logarithmic.
If instead, B is initially on an a chromosome, then the frequency of A will be reduced from q to q** given by
whose value also depends only weakly on p ! .
Island model
We now consider a collection of d subpopulations in an island model of migration. In each generation, a fraction m of each subpopulation is replaced by immigrants drawn randomly from the dk1 other subpopulations. We assume that m is sufficiently small that only one subpopulation is going to fixation at any time. In that case, we can treat each subpopulation as fixed either for B or for b, and ignore the details of the fixation process in each subpopulation. Assume first that the frequency of A in all subpopulations is initially q and that B is introduced by mutation on an A-bearing chromosome in one of the subpopulations. Substitution of B proceeds, after which the frequency of A is increased to q* in that subpopulation. In that subpopulation, there are two kinds of chromosomes : AB, in frequency q*, and aB, in frequency 1kq*. Assuming that emigrant chromosomes are chosen randomly, those are the probabilities that emigrants will carry each of those chromosomes. If an AB chromosome arrives at a subpopulation that has not undergone substitution of B, then the process will be the same as in the first subpopulation : B will be substituted and afterwards the frequency of AB chromosomes will be q*. If instead an aB chromosome arrives, the results will be different : B will be substituted and the frequency of AB chromosomes will be q**.
We can proceed to construct a simple model of the process by noting that there are three kinds of subpopulations : those in which b is fixed (type 1), those in which fixation of B resulted from the arrival of an AB chromosome (type 2), and those in which fixation of B resulted from the arrival of an aB chromosome (type 3).
We let x i be the number of type 2 subpopulations and y i be the number of type 3 subpopulations after the ith substitution. The number of type 1 subpopulations is dki and initially x " l 1 and y " l 0. Although there appear to be two random variables, x i , and y i , only one is independent because y i l ikx i . We can develop a simple model to predict the distribution of x i by ignoring events between substitutions of B in different subpopulations. Given x i and y i , the probability that a type 1 population becomes type 2 is (x i q*jy i q**)\(x i jy i ), and hence this is the probability that x i+" l x i j1.
Treating x i as a random variable with possible values 1, …, i, we can describe its distribution by a vector g i whose elements are the probabilities that x i l 1, …, i. We can then compute the elements of g i+" by multiplying g i by an ij1 by i matrix, T (i) , whose non-zero elements reflect the two possible transitions for each value of x i :
In (5),
is the probability that the next fixation of B begins with an AB chromosome and
is the probability that it begins with an aB chromosome. By successive matrix multiplication, we obtain g d :
where g " is a vector whose only element is 1, reflecting the initial condition we assumed, x " l 1. Although g d cannot be expressed in a simpler form, it is easy to evaluate (6) numerically. Note that the result depends only on q*, q** and d. Furthermore, because the elements of T (i) are linear in j, we can obtain a recursion equation for the expectation of x i :
where E(;) denotes expectation. The solution to (7) with the initial condition where
(1j(q*kq**)\k) for j d. Similar equations and solutions can be found for the variance and higher moments, but it is just as easy to use (6) to find the entire distribution.
In this simple model, hitch-hiking in space results in local differentiation of subpopulations whenever x d d. We can quantify the extent of differentiation using Wright's F ST . We computed F ST by taking the ratio of the expected value of the variance in the frequency of A across subpopulations to Fig. 1 shows some typical results : F ST is quite large for very small values of c and decreases as c increases to s. In this graph, F ST has the value it would have immediately after B was substituted throughout the population. Subsequent gene flow would reduce F ST to its equilibrium value under gene flow and genetic drift, 1\(1j4Nm). The approach to that equilibrium would be on a time scale of 1\m generations.
Our approximate analysis is valid when only one subpopulation is going to fixation of B at any time. We can determine the upper limit on m by recalling that the approximate time of fixation of a strongly selected allele is roughly 1\s generations. The number of emigrants from subpopulations fixed for B is of the order of magnitude of Nm and the probability that each emigrant copy of B goes to fixation in a subpopulation fixed for b is approximately 2s. Thus, the time between successive fixations of B is approximately 1\(2Nms), which must be greater than 1\s for our approximate analysis to be valid. Thus, we require that 2Nm be less than 1. When 2Nm is much greater than 1, then intuition suggests that fixation of B in most subpopulations would result from emigrants from the subpopulation in which B was initially fixed. Little differentiation among subpopulations at the linked marker would result and the effect of genetic hitch-hiking would be roughly the same as in a single panmictic population.
If 2Nm 1, then substantial differentiation among neutral loci would be expected even in the absence of hitch-hiking, provided that subpopulations had been relatively isolated for a long time. The effect modelled in this paper would augment differentiation and neutral loci linked to loci at which substitutions occurred and could also lead to differentiation more rapidly than would occur under the effects of drift alone.
Stepping stone model
If we imagine a one-dimensional array of subpopulations with gene flow only between adjacent subpopulations and assume that B is introduced by mutation at one end, then the analysis in the previous section allows us to make a relatively simple prediction about what will happen. In the first population, hitch-hiking will increase the frequency of A to q*, which is also the probability that a successful AB chromosome will arrive at the second subpopulation. The process will continue until the successful chromosome arriving at the next subpopulation is aB. The probability that the first ij1 subpopulations will have A in frequency q* is a geometric distribution with parameter q* : Pr(ij1) l (1kq*) q* i (i 0). Similarly, once a successful aB chromosome arrives at one subpopulation, the probability that the next i subpopulations also have frequency q** is a geometric with parameter q**. Thus, hitch-hiking in space will result in patches of relatively high and low frequency of A with patch size determined by the initial frequency of A, q and the ratio c\s. Only if q* is nearly 1 will hitch-hiking preserve genetic uniformity.
A two-dimensional stepping stone model would be analysed in the same way. The patterns generated are much more complicated but the conclusion is the same. The spread of B among subpopulations will result in patches of high and low frequency of A even if the frequency was the same initially.
Detailed analysis of two populations
The preceding sections all relied on the simplification that the substitution of B took place instantaneously. It is appropriate to look in more detail at the case with intermediate levels of migration. We will derive some analytic approximations and then compare the approximate results with exact numerical analysis.
We consider two populations, labelled S " and S # , and assume that the frequency of allele A in both is initially q. At time t l 0 the favourable mutant B is introduced in frequency p ! to population S " . If selection is strong (2Ns 1) the fixation process is nearly deterministic. The time for B to be fixed (i.e. going from frequency p ! to 1kp ! ) in one population takes approximately
generations. Eventually, a B-carrying individual will migrate to S # and take either allele A or allele a along. In the absence of recombination no differentiation is to be expected because the same haplotype (either AB or aB) will eventually be fixed in both populations. With c 0, after fixation of B in both, population S # may be of one type while the other population is of the other type. We will characterize the effect of hitchhiking by deriving some approximate results for F ST .
Following Maynard Smith & Haigh (1974) we write the variables in terms of conditional frequencies for the A allele and of the frequency of B. We define u " and u # to be the frequencies of A on B-bearing chromosomes in populations S " and S # and ν " and ν # be the frequencies of A on b-bearing chromosomes. To derive our analytic results, we first assume a continuous time approximation for (1):
where p " (t) is the frequency of B in population S " . In S # , we assume that B will also increase deterministically but with a time delay τ :
To derive τ, let time be rescaled in units of t " : th l t\t " , where t " is defined by (9). The scaled migration rate is m " l t " m. At time th, the number of migrants that carry B is approximately Poisson-distributed with a parameter λ(th). Note that τh l τ\t " is the first time when the expected number of B carrying migrants exceeds 1. Rescaling (11),
Assuming that the number of gametes in S " is 1\p ! , the number of B-carrying migrants is m " p " (th)\p ! . Therefore, determining the minimum value of τh for which m " p " (τh)\p ! 1, we obtain
which, in terms of the original parameters, becomes
When roughly m s, the effect of migration on population S " is negligible during the selective phase. As before, let q be the allele frequency of A in S " before B is introduced. After finishing the selective phase the frequency of A in S " is qh, which is approximately
if B was initially linked to A and
if B was linked to a (see Appendix).
To find an approximation for F ST as a function of time, we assume u " (0) l 1. Numerical analysis of the exact equation for u i , ν i and p i (i l 1, 2) suggests that for t t " \2 u " is roughly constant and approximately equal to qh. To calculate u # (t " jτ) we first need to determine the probabilities q* and 1kq* with which an AB or an aB haplotype migrates to S # . If this happens early (τ t " \2) then q* will differ from qh. As shown in the Appendix, one finds for this case
If, on the other hand, τ t "
if τ t " \2, and q** l qd if τ t " \2. Recall that τ depends on m, and therefore q* and q** depend on m also. After B is substituted in both populations, the frequency of A in S i is u i (i l 1, 2) . Therefore, when u " (0) l 1, u " (t " jτ) l qh and u # (t " jτ) l q*qhj(1kq*)qd. With The reason is that the analytical formula assumes identity (in the limit c l 0) for p " (t " jτ) and p # (t " jτ). However, it only holds for p "
. Parameters as before. Upper integration limit for the numerical values is t " jτ.
and inserting the above results, we obtain
.
In the special case with q l 1\2 (Fig. 2) , the righthand side simplifies to
Similar results are obtained when u " (0) l 0. Fig. 3 shows a plot of this approximation for F ST as a function of the recombination rate c. Note that F ST is a concave function of c for m 0.
After time t " jτ, the complete equations for u i and ν i simplify to an easily solvable linear system. Both u " and u # approach the limit (u " (t " jτ)ju # (t " jτ))\2 at rate 2m and F ST exponentially decays to zero as a result of migration. For high migration rates (O(m\s) 10 −# ), it is therefore inaccurate to treat F ST as a constant (Fig. 2 , m l 10 −% ). The above formulae express differentiation after both S "
and S # experienced a selective substitution. However, as a function of t, F ST passes through a maximal value F max ST while the advantageous mutants sweep through populations S " and S # , which is larger than the values given by (20) (Fig. 2) . It strongly depends on τ : F max ST is largest if τ t. If m is small the selective substitution in S " is nearly or entirely completed before it commences in S # .
There are values of t in [0, t " jτ], such that p " kp # $ 1. In particular, if m l 0, then p " kp # l 1 for all t t " . On the other hand, with high migration rates the selective substitution in S # is initiated only shortly after t l 0. Differentiation between the populations is possible only if a recombination event takes place in the short time interval [0, τ] . Such an event is more unlikely the smaller τ is and both populations tend to be of the same type (the same allele is hitch-hiking 
with k l max
For the special case m l 0 one has from (19)
The time at which the difference p " 
Discussion and conclusions
We have shown that genetic hitch-hiking in a subdivided population can lead to a substantial temporarily increased differentiation at neutral loci. Increased differentiation would be expected when 2Nm 1 and c s. Ultimately, low levels of gene flow could reduce the extent of differentiation (Fig. 2) , but that could occur on a sufficiently long time scale that it would not be important. We have made many restrictive assumptions in order to obtain relatively simple results, and so we cannot claim that our analysis applies to all situations. The assumption that 2Nm 1 is particularly limiting. If the migration rate is higher, then it is not possible to assume that fixation within each subpopulation occurs much more rapidly than dispersal of the mutant among subpopulations. Stochastic effects of the kind discussed by Otto & Barton (1997) are also potentially important. Our analysis is intended to show that hitch-hiking in space can under some circumstances lead to an increase in population differentiation. To provide an accurate quantitative picture of the extent of differentiation under general conditions a much more detailed analysis and extensive simulations would be required.
The qualitative patterns in our results suggest that, if subpopulations are completely isolated, greater differentiation would be found in regions of a genome with low rates of recombination than in regions of higher rates. Low levels of gene flow change this pattern : differentiation is expected to be largest in regions of intermediate levels of recombination (Fig.  3) . Very low or high recombination rates both lead to lower levels of F ST . Therefore, completely isolated populations should produce a different relationship between F ST and recombination rate compared with populations in which there is some gene flow.
Two studies have found increased differentiation in a subdivided population in regions of low recombination. Stephan & Mitchell (1992) found greater differentiation between populations of Drosophila ananassae in India and Burma near the centromere on the X chromosome, where there is reduced recombination, than in two regions of the genome with higher rates of recombination. Begun & Aquadro (1993) found similar patterns when comparing populations of D. melanogaster in Zimbabwe with other populations. In both cases, these authors invoked independent hitch-hiking events in each geographic area to account for the greater extent of differentiation in regions of low recombination (Stephan, 1994) . Our results here show that substitutions of the same advantageous allele spread by gene flow to different subpopulations could produce the observed patterns. At present, we cannot distinguish between these possibilities because we do not know the actual levels of gene flow in these two cases. If there is any ongoing gene flow, then eventual dispersal of an advantageous mutation arising in one population to another seems likely.
